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a b s t r a c t 

The ethical dimension of Operational Research and Decision Aiding, although not a new subject, has become more 

of a concern, both for the large public and the OR community, because of the wide spread of autonomous artefacts 

endowed with decision capacity thanks to the use of models, methods and tools developed within our field. The 

paper addresses the question of whether there exists an “Ethical Operational Research practice ”, identifies the 

ethical questions which are specific to our professional community and suggests research topics which, although 

independently developed, are relevant for handling such questions. 
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. Introduction 

There is an increasing interest and discussion about “Ethical Oper-

tional Research ” and more generally about “Ethical ” or “Responsible ”

ecision Support (see Tsoukiàs, 2021 ). The topic is not really a new

ne: there is a EURO Working Group on Ethics 1 since 2002 and there

s a “Prometheus Oath ” written by J.P. Brans, founder of this Working

roup (see Brans, 2002 ). 2 Interested readers can see two excellent sur-

eys in Brans and Gallo (2007) and Ormerod and Ulrich (2013) of the

iterature on this topic. 

Under such a perspective this contribution just continues an ongoing

iscussion already started in the 60s and early 70s (see Ackoff, 1974;

hurchman, 1968 ) and continued since then (see Gallo, 2004; Gass,

009; Gass, 1994; Menestrel and Wassenhove, 2009; Wenstøp, 2010 ).

he reason for which these topics return to be discussed is related to the

ncreasing diffusion of “autonomous artefacts ” with augmented decision

apacity. Both the wide public, but also scientists and policy makers are

oncerned by the wide spread of devices and processes which decide or

ecommend decisions using “algorithms ” or “methods ” which are felt

o be non-controllable, dangerous, biased, unfair, inexplicable with un-

nown long-term impacts ( Casteluccia and Métayer, 2019 ). 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: alexis.tsoukias@dauphine.fr (A. Tsoukiàs) . 
1 See https://www.euro-online.org/websites/ethicsandor/ . 
2 Several OR professional organisations suggest ethical principles: 

ttps://www.theorsociety.com/about-us/board/ethical-principles/ , https:// 

ww.informs.org/About-INFORMS/Governance/INFORMS-Ethics-Guidelines , 

ttps://www.certifiedanalytics.org/code-of-ethics which set the benchmark of 

hat is considered today ethical practice in our discipline. 
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rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
We share such concerns with a near discipline, Artificial Intelligence 3 

nd more precisely with Computational Social Choice. 

There is a large literature about the ethical issues which arise due to

he massive deployment of autonomous artefacts with enhanced deci-

ion autonomy incorporating tools developed within the area of Artifi-

ial Intelligence. Such autonomous artefacts range from devices which

ctually take decisions (although bounded in scope) to devices (the vast

ajority) who provide recommendations to human operators (most of

he times exploiting some machine learning capability). 

A first remark to make is that more often than not, such devices

nd artefacts incorporate both AI tools and Decision Analysis or Op-

rational Research tools, not to talk about tools at the edge of these

ommunities (such as Constraint Programming tools). Under such a per-

pective most of the concerns expressed in this paper about the neces-

ary awareness and critical view about the use of such tools applies

lso to Artificial Intelligence based autonomous artefacts (see Tsoukiàs,

021 ). 

There are however, some differences, at least in terms of perspec-

ive, when we consider tools exploring artificial intelligence techniques,

pecially when these are exploiting masses of data and deep learning

ethods. A typical difference consists in deploying a “data-driven ” ap-

roach, while mainstream decision analysts generally adopt a “model-

riven ” approach. Interesting enough very little attention is paid from
3 See the topics discussed at the conference: https://facctconference.org/ 

r the Mechanism Design for Social Good Working Group: https://www. 

d4sg.com/ . See also the High-Level Expert Group for Trustworthy Artifi- 

ial Intelligence recommendation to the European Commission: https://digital- 

trategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai . 

ary 2023 

 of European Operational Research Societies (EURO). This is an open access 

nd/4.0/ ) 
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oth sides on developing a “problem-driven ” approach of the type we

onsider important in this paper. 

Most of the discussion about the ethical questions which arise from

eploying such autonomous artefacts (independently from the adopted

echnology) concerns issues such as the explicability of their outcomes,

he accountability of the decision process implemented within such de-

ices, and the social impact of their use when this implies amplifying dis-

rimination, disparate impact and unfairness (see Abu-Elyounes, 2020;

rkan and Bonnet, 2020; Casteluccia and Métayer, 2019; Kroll et al.,

017; Lepri et al., 2018 ). Our claim is that such concerns are essentially

he same with the ones discussed in this paper and that most ethical

uestions we introduce in this paper apply also for the case where al-

orithms and problem solving methods are embedded in autonomous

rtefacts. 

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we introduce a gen-

ral framework for the paper discussion. In Section 3 we identify the

ype of “ethical questions ” that could be of interest for this paper. In

ection 4 we discuss the questions which can be raised within our pro-

essional practice as decision analysts (or designers of decision support

evices). In Section 5 we briefly detail some research topics which al-

hough stand alone are at the same time useful in order to improve how

e handle the topics discussed in Section 4 . We summarise the discus-

ion in section 6 where we ultimately provide a reply to the question in

he title. 

. Motivations and setting 

As already mentioned in the Introduction, there exist codes of ethi-

al conduct for our profession. However, on the one hand most of the

ecommendations are based upon ethical principles of appropriate pro-

essional conduct which are independent from the type of profession

R practitioners do (do not consider the specific responsibilities deriv-

ng from the fact to help, using formal tools, other people to take de-

isions), and on the other hand such codes do not consider that part

f our profession consists in embedding decision support methods and

ools within autonomous artefacts with enhanced decision autonomy.

his is the first reason for which we need to update the discussion about

thics in OR practice. 

At the same time the existing surveys about “ethical OR ” adopt

 relatively broader and different point of view which we may sum-

arise under the question: “can OR as a discipline adopt an ethical

erspective including questions about the type of society we expect

o establish using OR? ” (see Ormerod and Ulrich, 2013 ). On the one

and our point of view is more limited: we question what an ethi-

al OR practice should be (if it exists), considering that the question

bout an “ethical OR discipline ” are more related to individual values.

n the other hand, we explicitly introduce the dimension of our pro-

essional responsibility (potentially extendable to liability issues, see

acker, 2022 ) when we (as OR professionals) contribute to create au-

onomous artefacts with a potentially high impact for the users, the in-

olved stakeholders and the society as a whole. And this is the second

eason for which we need to expand our discussion about ethics in OR

ractice. 

Last, but not least, there is a question very little addressed in the

ethical OR ” literature and concerns the demand: “which research

opics of our discipline are more relevant to the ethical question-

ngs for OR practice ”? To this purpose we dedicate the discussion in

ection 5 . 

In order to frame our discussion we are going to use a precise setting

ntroduced and discussed in Meinard and Tsoukiàs (2019) , Meinard and

soukiàs (2022) and Tsoukiàs (2007) . 

We consider a situation where a “client ” (an entity implied in a de-

ision process), asks an advice to a “decision analyst ” about how to im-

rove his/her conduct with respect to that decision process. We also

onsider situations in which the “client ” does not seek an advice for a

recise decision process, but for a class of decision processes, the advice
2 
oming under the form of a device/system/software which is supposed

o elaborate recommendations; the decision analyst in such cases being

he designer of such system.s. Under such a perspective, the decision

upport activities can be seen as: 

- either the direct interactions between client and analyst in order to

laborate a recommendation; 

- or the design of an appropriate system which on its turn will com-

ute or help to compute a recommendation. 

Clearly many combinations between these two extreme cases are

ossible in the real world. 

As already partially mentioned in Tsoukiàs (2008) , the use of a for-

al decision aiding methodology implies considering three different di-

ensions. 

1. An axiomatic dimension, establishing the conditions under which it

is possible to use protocols/algorithms/models in a meaningful and

useful way. 

2. An algorithmic dimension, considering the size of the solution space,

the necessary data (availability, accessibility, storage, quality) as

well as the necessary computing resources. 

3. A pragmatic dimension related to the conditions under which a de-

cision aiding process is valid and legitimate (see Landry et al., 1996;

Landry et al., 1983; Meinard and Tsoukiàs, 2022 ). 

. Ethics for whom? 

First of all we need to identify different categories of concerned in-

ividuals. To be more precise: as Operational Researchers or Decision

nalysts we may raise ethical questions for different purposes and un-

er different perspectives. Not all of them are necessarily of interest for

 scientific investigation. 

We may raise ethical questions just because we are conscious citi-

ens. These are the typical questions which all of us some day need to

onsider, but generally are related to our own individual values. These

annot be matter of study, analysis or guidelines and principles of con-

uct within our discipline if not respecting the very general values our

ocieties consider relevant. But there is nothing specific to the fact that

e are decision analysts. 

Just to be more precise: accepting to provide support and models

or military operations can raise ethical and/or moral questions to any

mong us, but the positive or negative reply is a matter of personal

hoices. Some of us will be happy to do it, others not and others might be

ndifferent. We cannot establish any ethical guideline on how to handle

uch issues. 

Some among us, besides being citizens are also teachers or re-

earchers (in OR). Independently from our specific discipline and re-

earch field, there exist ethical questions related to our precise role of

cientists. Such ethical questions concern our conduct as teachers (with

espect to our students and colleagues) and researchers (with respect to

ur near scientific communities and the science in large). 

Such issues are generally handled through deontology charts (how

o behave appropriately with the students, how to conduct experiments,

ow to write papers, how to quote the existing literature etc.), or spe-

ific debates in philosophy of sciences (see e.g. Coutellec, 2019 ), but are

ot specific to our discipline and research areas (see e.g. the Practical

uide “Integrity and responsibility in research practises ” from the CNRS

thics committee ( CNRS ethical committee COMETS, 2017 ), the Singa-

ore Statement on Research Integrity ( WCRIF, 2010 ), the OECD Best

ractices for Ensuring Scientific Integrity and Preventing Misconduct

 OECD, 2007 ), The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity by

he European Academies AllEuropeanAcademies, 2017 ). 

There are instead two areas of ethical concerns which are specific

o our domain and role of Decision Analysts. These are related to our

rofession (providing advice to decision makers or designing tools to

e used by decision makers) and to our research in the broad area of

perational Research and Decision Analysis. 
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. Professional ethics 

It is interesting to note that large part of the debate and the literature

bout the ethical dimension of our discipline and the practice related

o it, originate from discussions about professionalism and deontology

n our profession started at the late 60s ( ORSA, 1971 ). At that time

he idea of creating a professional body of “chartered ” operational re-

earchers or decision analysts (later on called “OR Fellows ” by the ORS

n UK) ignited a debate which lasted several decades before reaching any

ractical conclusion. This discussion moved beyond the UK and USA

rofessional bodies and was characterised by connecting the question

f what a “chartered OR professional ” should be, with the question of

hat an ethical OR conduct and what appropriate professional deontol-

gy prescriptions should be. Most of the debate (see Ackoff, 1979a; Ack-

ff, 1979b; Churchman, 1970; Kirby, 2006; Rauschmayer et al., 2009;

osenhead and Mitchell, 1986 ) criticised the initiative of the ORS and

he ORSA 

4 as being partial and ineffective, focusing on professionalism

ithout defining what the OR profession is (some claiming this defini-

ion as impossible) and without clarifying what an appropriate ethical

tanding of this profession should be. 

We can try to summarise our point of view under a specific perspec-

ive (the one of conducting rationally decision aiding processes). 

As decision analysts we provide support to clients. We are not the

nly professionals who provide decision support: lawyers, accountants,

hysicians, psychotherapists, engineers, just to give some examples,

elp their clients to handle their problems and they do so using some

cientific knowledge and approach, thus distinguishing their profession

rom just informal intuitive advice to friends and relatives. There are

wo topics we need to consider here: 

- What does make our decision support different from other equally

cientifically based decision support activities? In other terms why de-

ision analysts are not psychotherapists? 

- Since we nevertheless share some features with other professions,

ho already considered the problem of deontology, compliance, unsatis-

ed clients, young professional training etc., why our profession should

ot establish similar protocols, practices, training modules etc.? 

We are not going to answer the above two questions here because it

s out of the scope of this paper. These two topics instead help us identi-

ying the ethical problems to handle within our profession: under which

onditions we can claim that our professional advice to a client satisfies

ppropriate ethical standards and who establishes such standards? 

We need to separate two distinct cases raising potentially different

ypes of “ethical questions ”. The first one is the case where analysts

irectly provide at a client some advice on how to handle a problem

ithin a decision process, a typical case being organising the shifts of

he personnel at the emergency department of a hospital or managing a

arge call for tenders for software COTS for an IT industry. 

The second case consists in designing generic methods, protocols or

oftware aimed at being used for a precise class of decision problems,

ossibly customising such products for and with specific clients. Typ-

cal examples here include, supply management packages, flow-shop

cheduling procedures, generic recommender systems etc. 

There are certainly mixed cases as well as cases where specific ap-

lications become generic ones (a well known example being the yield

anagement procedures originally designed for a specific client and

hen developed as stand alone customisable methods; see Smith et al.,

992 ). 

Despite the apparent differences between these two cases, we will

evelop a unique argumentation based on two aspects: 

- the use of a decision aiding methodology; 

- the unveiling of hidden or implicit assumptions within our models

nd/or methods. 
4 the Operations Research Society of America, from which INFORMS arose 

fter merging with TIMS. 

 

 

3 
.1. Decision aiding methodology 

We start considering our profession as being characterised by the use

f a formal language, the pretention of using/introducing a rationality

odel within the client’s decision process and the use of algorithms (see

soukiàs, 2008 ). As introduced in Tsoukiàs (2007) , a decision aiding

rocess can be defined as the interactions between a “client ” (asking

or advice, including the case where a generic tool is requested) and an

analyst ” (providing the advice) and can be represented through a set

f “deliverables ” such as: 

- a description of the problem situation; 

- a problem formulation; 

- an evaluation model; 

- a final recommendation. 

In constructing such deliverables we make choices (as analysts). 5 For

nstance: 

- in order to represent the likelihood of an event we may adopt a

robability measure (while other measures are possible); 

- in order to compute a majority for a voting procedure we may adopt

he “Borda ” rule (but others are possible); 

- in order to model the impact of the combined realisation of some

ecision variables we assume this impact being linearly defined with

espect to the variables (but other choices are possible). 

Such “technical ” choices are most of the time uncontrollable by the

lient and we (the analysts) are the only able to measure the conse-

uences and to guarantee the meaningfulness and usefulness of their

se. 

We also do further hypotheses which are less technical, but nonethe-

ess important. For instance: 

- in calculating the economic impact of a given infrastructure we

onsider a “territory ”, but how this territory is chosen/defined? 

- in designing a supply chain we consider the client’s costs and time

onstraints, but are these the only constraints we should take into ac-

ount? 

- in order to set up a vendor rating procedure should we compare

he suppliers between them or only with respect to quality standards? 

Despite such choices being agreed with the client(s), it is unlikely

he client(s) really realise the extension to which modifying any of these

ypotheses can modify the outcome of the decision aiding process. In

ther terms, beyond any generic deontological constraint due to the fact

hat we have a professional relationship, we need to consider the specific

onstraints our condition sets. We can try to summarise these through

he following points. 

• Are we sufficiently critical? The fact we work for a client does not

mean we cannot or we should not have a personal and independent

perspective about what the client claims to be the problem to con-

sider. We need to be able to show to the client aspects of the problem

or other problems she does not see. At the same time we should be

ready to modify our perspective and learn from the client’s claims,

values and beliefs. 
• Where does rationality come from? This topic is extensively discussed

in Meinard and Tsoukiàs (2019) . The point to raise in this discussion

is that there are several sources of “rationality ”, from external norms

and standards to subjective behaviours and argued beliefs. What we

need is understanding which among such different sources we use

with that precise client for that precise decision process we are in-

volved to. The pretention of introducing one or more dimensions of

rationality to the client’s reasoning for her problem, is what, most

of the times, legitimates our action as analysts. Having a clear idea

about where such dimensions of rationality come from is essential in

establishing an appropriate professional relationship with the client.
• Can we explain, justify and easily revise or update? Most of the times

we deliver both a model and the results of applying a set of methods
5 In this section “we ” will indicate the “decision analysts ” and not the authors. 
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to the constructed model. This implies choosing among what our

technical knowledge and skills provide, following what the client

claims being her problem. However, we do many technical choices

which not always are “obvious ”, at least for the client and/or the

other involved stakeholders. It might not be always necessary, but

we need to ask ourselves: should I be asked, am I able to explain why

we did such a technical choice, to completely justify such a choice

against an appeal to a court and to defend the choice against an

“adversary ” analyst? Moreover, since modelling for decision support

purposes is always a learning process, we also need to ask ourselves:

how easy is it to revise and update the model and the methods in case

the data change, the values and the opinions change, the problem

setting (and formulation) can change. 
• Is the result convincing for us, for the clients and for the involved stake-

holders? Providing decision support means constructing convincing

arguments for some potential action to undertake. Such convictions

concern three different categories of stakeholders. We first need to

convince ourselves that our advice is sound with respect to our tech-

nical knowledge and our methodology. We then need to convince

the client that our advice is appropriate with respect to the problem

the client has, the decision process for which the advice has been

asked: the client needs to feel owner of the advice received. Finally

we need to convince the rest of the stakeholders that the advice to

the client was legitimately designed, that we have been critical and

that the impacts of our advice being adopted have been understood.

.2. Hidden assumptions 

Although in a professional setting analysts deploy a formal deci-

ion aiding methodology, they are always induced in considering some

ssumptions as granted or given. Some of these can become explicit

hrough an appropriate use of our methodological knowledge. The fact

hat using a linear (additive, separable) utility function in order to aggre-

ate the impacts of decisions along different attributes implies assuming

hat such impacts are commensurable and can be traded among them,

s part of their methodological knowledge which will consistently im-

ede them from using such a method in case this assumption does not

old (i.e. the client does not accept it). However, there are potential

isuses and errors which can occur under certain implicit assumptions,

or which they are not really trained and prepared to handle. Such im-

licit assumptions (often ignored exactly because implicit) need to be

xplicitly identified and handled if analysts want to build a trusted rela-

ionship with their clients or in case they want a trustworthy use of any

utonomous artefact using OR and other formal models and methods. 

• Cognitive biases. Decision Analysts are subject to the same cognitive

limitations as other humans. They have personal values, personal

cognitive limits, personal habits, culture and feelings. How much

these influence the way through which the client’s problem and the

information provided are modelled? Other professional bodies im-

pose specific training in order to handle such questions or establish

specific protocols and external assessors to be used by those clients

who may doubt about the analysts’ biases. It is certainly true that

our profession does not consider any specific training or appealing

procedure, although these problems exist and should at least be dis-

cussed with our clients. 
• Exceptional circumstances. Consider a classic risk management model

and a situation characterised by extreme risks (extremely unlikely

to occur events, but with extremely high impacts in case they ac-

tually occur; see Nott, 2006 ). Would our model still work appro-

priately? Consider a model of extreme risk theory: would this still

apply for emerging risks management (see Bier, 2016 )? Consider a

supply chain model. Would this work and be robust under any pos-

sible circumstances? And would that model still apply if the supply

chain problem concerns humanitarian logistics (see Tomasini and

van Wassenhove, 2009 )? 
4 
The above examples are just cases where mainstream methods and

models have been proven to be inappropriate when exceptional cir-

cumstances occur. This leads to a general question: given any method

or model analysts suggest using for advising a client, will this advice

still hold if such exceptional circumstances occur and if not what do

they suggest the client to do? Which raises the question of whether

analysts (and our discipline in general) know the application lim-

its of generalisation of whatever is suggested as recommendation to

clients. 
• Data . All methods and algorithms require data. Not only the ones

provided by the client, but also data about the “territory ”, the “land-

scape ”, the “culture ”, the “economical and social context ”, the “or-

ganisation ” where the decision process for which our help is re-

quested is going to be used. Data are collected, stored, transferred,

transformed, manipulated, along “pipelines ” which are far from be-

ing with no impact upon the final outcome. Moreover, data, al-

though they belong to nobody, can be protected by “rights ”, pri-

vate or collective, social, economic or cultural. In designing methods

and models analysts need to consider both the data pipeline qual-

ity as well as the rights protection issue (see Christophides et al.,

2021 ). 
• Algorithms . Most of the times formal methods require efficient al-

gorithms. Most of the times it is necessary to trade-off between effi-

ciency and accuracy or even optimality. Most of the times it is neces-

sary to take into account other features of the algorithms such as ma-

nipulability, strategic proofness, security, robustness to adversarial

attacks, black-box effect etc. Most of the times clients are not aware

of what is the impact of choosing an algorithm instead of another.

Clients are also usually unaware of the software differences when

algorithms are coded and of the computing resources necessary to

run them. It is unlikely clients will ever be tempted to learn all such

topics, but is the analysts’ “ethical ” obligation to know them and let

the client understand which are the stakes at play when choosing a

precise algorithm and a precise software implementation. 
• Impossibilities . Not all methods fit to any type of decision problem.

Generally speaking it is known that most of the times, given a set of

properties to be satisfied by the outcome of a potential algorithm,

these are inconsistent. In other terms there is no algorithm able to

satisfy at the same time all the desired properties (see Arrow, 1951;

Brandt et al., 2016; Vincke, 1992 ). This is not really a problem in

terms of computing solutions, but we need to know which properties

are satisfied by which algorithms and we need to be able to explain

that to our clients. In other terms it is important to be able to explain

to clients what an impossibility theorem means for her problem and

which are the different partial solutions that can be adopted (and at

which “price ” in terms of satisfied properties). 
• Long term consequences . When American Airlines started studying

yield management methods in order to manage the ticket pricing (see

Smith et al., 1992 ), nobody (within the company and in the broad

Operational Research community) could ever imagine the impact

these methods will have on the travelling industry and the travelling

habits within our societies. Today potentially any operator running a

travelling business (including trains and buses) uses a yield manage-

ment method in order to price dynamically tickets. The whole indus-

try in this field changed its business model and each single consumer

modified its willingness to pay for a travelling ticket (independently

from business or leisure travelling). We are not going to discuss here

whether this had a long term positive or negative impact, although

some may discuss the consequences on the tourism industry, the

house renting industry, the environmental impact etc. The “ethical ”

question is that all such impacts have never been discussed neither

within the company nor within the society. Nobody anticipated, dis-

cussed or even questioned the new business model underestimating

the impact of a simple optimal pricing method. Practically speaking,

it might have been impossible to do that when yield management

has been designed, and it might be almost impossible to set up such
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a long term foresight exercise. But this should not prevent from rais-

ing questions about long term impacts. 

Providing models, methods, tools, aiding to improve decision mak-

ing has impacts which can go far beyond the client and the other

involved stakeholders. Most of the ethical questions we rose in the

previous paragraphs are related to a precise decision aiding process,

the actors involved and the immediate impacts. But we need to also

consider impacts which will occur on a long, very long term and for

stakeholders, citizens, territories and biomes who never ever thought

that changing the optimal production policy of a company could

change their lives half a century later. 

. Ethics in OR research 

We have seen that most of the “ethical questions ” about our disci-

line concern its use in the real life and the way through which we

andle the relations with our clients, the relevant stakeholders and the

se of our decision aiding methodology. The reader may note that many

f such questions are related to topics addressed in our research (mostly

ndirectly) already since the 70s such as the axiomatic analysis of vot-

ng procedures, the analysis of behavioural biases or the development

f problem structuring methods. The question we raise at this point is:

are there specific research topics in Operational Research which, although

ot directly addressing ethical questions, are relevant for these ”? Being more

recise: probably any research topic in our discipline could be relevant

or our ethical questions, but are there some new or more relevant ones?

1. Are we aware? The first class of research questions concerns aware-

ness. In Section 4 we raised several ethical questions concerning the

use of models, methods, algorithms, protocols, etc. The fundamental

remark is that none among such tools (which are used in order to

advise clients in their decision processes) are “neutral ”. Using one

instead of another can have short or long term consequences which

are independent from what the client asks or the situation requires.

The question is: are OR practitioners and OR analysts aware of such

consequences? And the consequent research question is: do OR as

a discipline knows how to select appropriately our tools? In other

terms, is there a methodology explaining what each tool can do,

cannot do, the conditions under which they can be used and provide

meaningful results? 

Axiomatic characterisations and representation theorems are cer-

tainly research fields in our discipline which provide results usable

in order to reply to the above demands. A first recommendation (in

terms of research directions) should be to further pursue research

in order to extend the number of methods which are axiomatically

characterised. On the other hand numerical simulations and experi-

mental settings (testing protocols, behavioural biases and modelling

hypotheses) result in very useful tools helping to undercover hidden

behaviours and tacit assumptions which could be concealed during

the use of any among our tools. A second research recommendation

should thus be to increase testing (experimentally) our methods. 

We may also emphasise that the more OR researchers and academics

use the “open science ” paradigm, sharing data, software codes, re-

sults and findings, the more it improves our capacity to increase

awareness about what, when and how works (or does not work). 

2. Do we help others becoming aware? Being ourselves (as analysts)

aware of what our tools and our methodology can (and cannot) do is

necessary, but not sufficient. Both our clients and the involved stake-

holders (possibly the society as a whole?) need to develop awareness

of what our tools can (and cannot) do. 

This of course raises a far larger topic about how scientists can and

should communicate their findings to a “non-scientific ” audience in

a way that increases and strengths awareness and autonomy (see

Bauer et al., 2007 or Bucchi and Trench, 2014 ), but remains rele-

vant for our discipline. Large part of the general public gets used

in misusing statistics and other quantitative information, in using
5 
inappropriately averages, indexes, protocols and codes, producing

totally meaningless results and conclusions (see Gigerenzer, 2002 or

for more fun Barker, 2020 ). Even large and prestigious institutions,

not to talk about public agencies and governments misuse such in-

formation in order to justify regulations and policies (for a famous

example see the incredible diffusion of a meaningless index such as

the Shanghai ranking of the Universities: Billaut et al., 2010 ). Under

such a perspective it pays learning to use simple heuristics facilitat-

ing communicating quantitative information in a meaningful way

(see Gigerenzer and Todd, 1999 ). 

Developing general frameworks which allow to unify a field of mod-

els and provide a unique frame within which interpret, explain

and justify methods and protocols helps increasing awareness for

any stakeholder (and the general public) involved in a decision

process. The reader can see the impact of measurement theory,

Roberts (1979) , in establishing a rigorous notion of meaningfulness:

Narens and Luce (1990) Roberts (1980) , or the impact of conjoint

measurement theory in unifying the field of multiple criteria deci-

sion analysis, Bouyssou and Pirlot (2009) . Under such a perspective,

research efforts allowing to create general frameworks help in es-

tablishing a methodology within which handling a decision prob-

lem should be viewed as the result of methodological choices and

not as the use of a (unjustified?) method. As such the use of any OR

tool is easier to explain and understand (and therefore easier to be

accepted). 

Moreover, assuming a problem driven decision support attitude, in-

stead of a method driven one, generally allows to improve commu-

nication with the client and enhance awareness about why certain

methods will not fit in that precise problem situation, while others

might be more appropriate. The result is adopting an “horizontal ” or

“methodological ” view of our discipline and not seeing Operational

Research as just a collection of methods (see Tsoukiàs, 2008 ). 

3. Are we critical? A decision aiding process is certainly a set of activ-

ities involving the client (who asks for advice) and the analyst (who

provides the advice). However, we already observed that the choices

we do, while conducting the decision aiding process, have impacts

far beyond these two stakeholders. Moreover, remaining confined

within the client’s demand and/or the analyst’s perception can re-

sult in missing other opportunities the decision aiding process offers.

Most problem structuring methods (see Keeney, 1992; Rosenhead,

1989 ) emphasise that decision problems are constructed (and not

identified) and that solutions critically depend on how problems are

formulated. More recently the problem of constructing the set of al-

ternatives (which is at the centre of the decision model) has turned

to be a research topic (see Colorni and Tsoukiàs, 2020; Ferretti et al.,

2019 ). 

Under such a perspective, research in the following three areas is

extremely important in order to improve and expand our capacity

to interact with the clients and the other stakeholders developing

our critical view of the decision aiding process: 

- Problem structuring methods in general, since they provide a

general framework for supporting the whole decision aiding process

( Rosenhead, 2006 ). More precisely we need to develop the conjunc-

tion of PSM with most mainstream OR methods. Most of the existing

literature in PSM see them as an “alternative ” to “hard OR ” (a reason

for which they are often called “soft OR ” methods), while at the same

time most mainstream OR methods underestimate the importance of

an accurate problem structuring before using any method. 

- Design theory as a formal tool for developing “out-of-the-box ”

alternatives beyond the dominant designs usually suggested as solu-

tions ( Alexander, 1982; Masson et al., 2013 ). More precisely we need

to investigate how design theory can help OR and Decision Analy-

sis to construct alternative for the decision process, overcoming the

traditional approach for which alternatives are “given ”. 

- Preference learning because whatever we use in order to elabo-

rate an advice is learned through interaction with the clients and/or
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accessing data and information ( Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier, 2010 ).

More precisely we need to further investigate how learning proto-

cols and methods impact the ways through which values and prefer-

ences are structured within the decision process: values and prefer-

ences rarely “exist ” (having to be discovered), they are constructed

through the client/analyst interaction. 

4. Do we help others becoming critical? Keeping a critical perspec-

tive with respect to the problem situation as it appears to be (or as

the client makes it appearing) is certainly important for our ethical

questions. However, it is not sufficient. The client and the involved

stakeholders also need to develop a critical perspective about what

happens both within the decision process they are involved in and

the decision aiding process. 

Such a process is very much a matter of “convincing ”: first of all

ourselves (we remain within standards of meaningfulness), then our

clients (they get something they feel helpful) and then the rest of the

world (the whole process was legitimate; see Meinard and Tsoukiàs,

2019; Meinard and Tsoukiàs, 2022 ). 

Under such a perspective our clients and the other stakeholders need

to be able to reply positively to the question: is this advice going

to resist to any arguing against it, arguing grounded on data, pro-

cedures, protocols, and authority? A formal framework where such

problems are discussed is formal argumentation theory (see Amgoud

and Prade, 2009; Dung, 1995; Ouerdane et al., 2010; Trevor and

Bench-Capon, 2003 ). 

. Conclusions 

Let us summarise the discussion and the claims we introduced. Eth-

cal questions arise in our everyday life as well as in our professional

ife independently from what our profession is. The questions we are

nterested in this paper derive from our specific profession as decision

nalysts. As a side effect we need to consider which research topics,

hile independently developed, can help us in handling such ethical

uestions. 

Under such a perspective we need to remember that decisions (what

e are supposed to help making) are value driven and not data driven:

ata are necessary, but not sufficient for making decisions. It is part of

ur profession to make understand these values, for us, our clients and

he involved stakeholders. At the same time we need to remember that

iding to decide is problem driven and not method driven, which means

e first need to understand the problem and then we need to think about

olving it. 

As we show in the paper, ethical questions have been introduced

n our discipline since the very beginning. Our discussion emphasises

wo parallel issues we need to consider when we try to handle such

uestions. The first concerns awareness of what methods are, can do,

annot do and how choosing any among them is not neutral with respect

o the solution computed and the recommendation provided. The second

s the development of a critical attitude about the consequences of our

odelling choices which goes beyond the usual relation analyst/client.

A first point to make is that there are no universal procedures, proto-

ols, algorithms or methods. Any of them will unfit for some reason and

or some kind of problem situation and for some type of client and we

eed to know how to handle this. Keeping a critical attitude with respect

o the clients’ demand and to our profession helps on a long run both

ur clients and our profession. There are many hidden hypotheses and

mplicit choices in modelling and solving a decision problem and these

eed to be clear to us (as analysts), to our clients and to the stakeholders

ho might be involved in the problem situation. 

Is there an ethical Operational Research? If ethics consists in apply-

ng to our profession standards of morality (in whatever way these have

een established) then our reply is negative. But if ethics consists in

ssuming our responsibility for what we offer to our clients then yes.

lthough we may not be liable for what our clients decide using our

dvice and/or our tools, we are responsible for many (avoidable) conse-
6 
uences which can occur. We have a power and we need to use it with

esponsibility. 
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ppendix A 

Recommended Research and Training Topics 

• Increase research efforts in axiomatic characterisation of methods,

tools, procedures, protocols etc. 
• Increase methods testing, using numerical simulations and experi-

mental settings. 
• Increase efforts for creating methodological frameworks for a

problem-driven approach to decision support. 
• Establish conjunctions between problem structuring methods and

mainstream OR methods. 
• Create formal methods for generating decision alternatives. 
• Develop constructive preference learning methods. 
• Develop the conjunction before formal argumentation theory and

decision support. 
• Establish training material based on a problem-driven methodologi-

cal view of decision support (replacing the view of OR as a collection

of methods). 
• Promote the use of open science, data sharing and open source

coding. 
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